
 

 

 

           

 

MEMBERSHIP LIST EXCHANGE POLICY 

 

One of the mutual benefits that NWF and its affiliates reap from their relationship is the opportunity to 

mail membership solicitations to each other’s membership lists—a built-in prospect pool. This policy is 

operated on a list-exchange basis. NWF readily offers its member names in the affiliate’s state after 

reviewing a sample of the communication to be sent, and in exchange may seek the opportunity to 

mail a national membership offer to the affiliate’s members.   

Per standard industry practice, all list exchanges occur on a one-time-use-only, name-for-

name basis! This is to protect both NWF and its affiliates, whose members are valuable assets to be 

treated with care. Therefore, each time NWF or an affiliate wishes to mail a solicitation to the other’s 

members, a new request must be made. The previous list should be destroyed.  

Affiliates may request membership lists up to two times each year. Exceptions will be addressed on a 

case-by-case basis. 

NWF requests to mail affiliate list: When NWF wishes to reciprocate by mailing the affiliate list, a 

request is made to the affiliate through NWF’s list brokerage company, ParadyszMatera. The affiliate 

can ask to see an NWF mail sample. 

PROCEDURES TO REQUEST AN NWF MEMBER POSTAL LIST 

1. Contact NWF’s Membership Department to request a member list:   

Sandra Miao 

Membership Director 

miaos@nwf.org 

Please CC your NWF regional representative and the Affiliate Partnerships team 

(affiliatepartnerships@nwf.org).  

2. Please include the following information in your request: 

 Count of names desired; 

 Geographic criteria (state, counties, or ZIP code range); 

 Any other data select instructions required for the mailing (i.e. congressional district, 

gender, etc.); 

 Mail date of your campaign; 

 A PDF of the copy proof of what you are mailing; 

 And the date by which you need the data. 

 

3. The Membership Department will pull the list and will send it to the affiliate staff requestor. Allow 

up to 10 days for processing from the date of your request. 

 

Contact Jessica Holmberg (holmbergj@nwf.org) with any questions. 
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